LAZULI BUNTING (Passerina amoena)
LONG POINT BIRD OBSERVATORY, OLD CUT FIELD STATION
JUNE 1, 2005
Time Captured: 0930
Time Released: 1100
Weight: 15.7g
Right Wing: 66 mm ; Left Wing: 65 mm
Tail: 54 mm
Bill Length (Nares to Tip): 7.4 mm
All measurements were taken and agreed upon by three experienced individuals.
Observers:
Stuart Mackenzie c/o Long Point Bird Observatory/Bird Studies Canada
P.O. Box 160
Port Rowan, ON.
N0E 1M0
lpbo@bsc-eoc.org
s_a_mackenzie@yahoo.ca
519-586-2885 – Old Cut Field Station
519-586-3531 – Ext. 231 Bird Studies Canada Headquarters
519-820-6040 - Cell
Hugh McArthur
George Pond
Denis LePage
David J.T. Hussell
Jon McCracken
Ron Ridout
Christian Friis
Benoit Gendreau
Steve Wilcox
Silke Laucht (Germany)
Kevin Grundy (UK)
These observers all saw the bird in the hand and were confident of its identification.
There were numerous other miscellaneous observers of the bird in the hand.
One other sighting of the bird in question was proclaimed at about 1300 that day from the old provincial
park, 2km west of the Old Cut Field Station. I am not confident in its validity given the observer and the
complexity of identification in the hand.

SCENARIO:
At 0900 a small tawny brown peculiar bunting was brought into the banding lab at the Old Cut field station
(15 Old Cut Blvd., Long Point). The bird was captured in a 12 meter mist net running north-south in a
dogwood thicket bordered by a sedge meadow on one side and the Old Cut woodlot on the other. Silke

Laucht, a volunteer from Germany, pulled the bird out of a bag and immediately noticed that this bird was a
little different. Silke handed over the bird before I had a chance to ask for it. I think the expression on my
face must have done the talking. I then inspected the plumage, took detailed morphometrics and photos.
The bird was held safely until 1100 when it was released at Old Cut. It was a lovely warm day with clear
skies and a gentle south breeze. Detailed weather conditions can be found on the attached Daily Log sheet
and weather maps.
THE BIRD:
The incredibly light creamy buff/tawny wash over the head and neck with cinnamon tones there and over
the back was the first noticeable characteristic while in Slike’s hands, followed by a very plain, tawny washed
face, and two extremely bold buffy wing bars! More subtle characteristics described below and
measurements allowed the confident identification of this bird as a second-year, female, Lazuli Bunting.
HEAD:
The crown was a mixed tawny-buff with a dominant cinnamon wash. The colour lessened toward the nape
where a medium brown with tawny tones dominated blending into a darker back. The face was very plain
with a patchy tawny-buff wash throughout. The throat was a buffy grayish-white lacking malar stripes or
distinct contrast between in throat colour and the face. The presence of these malar stripes is often
diagnostic of female INBU’s. The throat instead blended into the tawny-buff brown wash of the face.
BILL:
The bill was heavy set, long and slightly curved following the plane of the front of the head. The upper
mandible was slightly longer than the lower giving a slight curved appearance. INBU’s tend to have a
stouter, straighter bill. The bill was also bi-coloured which can be the case for both INBU and LAZB, but
more prevalent in LAZB.
UPPER PARTS:
The buff-tawny colour of the head and nape blended into a darker cinnamon hue with faint dusky streaks
on the back contrasting with a slightly more buffy/tawny rump. The upper tail coverts were paler, washed
out and worn probably due to some retained older 1st basic plumage.

UNDER PARTS:
The under parts were incredibly light with a buffy cinnamon wash, and there was only faint dusky streaking
in upper breast. INBU’s, especially SY females usually have obvious, much more extensive streaking. The
flanks were light becoming more buffy cinnamon further down the body, under the wings and toward the
undertail coverts
TAIL:
There were two retained 1st basic central rectrices helping us to age it as a second year. The replaced
rectrices all had faint light (lazuli) blue edging on the outer webs. Blue-edging is not as pronounced in
INBU’s, especially second-year birds and is rarely as pronounced and well defined in my experience. Tail
length was 54mm. Pyle (1997) notes that in a sample of 54 female LAZB tail lengths ranged from 48-

56mm. A sample of 35 INBU females ranged from 45-51 mm. This bird is above the upper limits for
INBU’s and within the limits of LAZB.
WINGS:
Wing lengths for this bird were 66 (right wing) and 65 (left wing). Pyle (1997) notes that out of a sample of
100, female LAZB range from 64-73mm. A sample size of 100 female INBU’s ranged from 59-68. The
bird in question is at the lower limits for LAZB and approaching the upper limits for INBU. It is
important to note that a close examination of the photo’s shows that the longest primaries are quite worn
reducing the respective wing lengths.
Close examination of the photos reveals extensively cyan/lazuli blue edged lesser coverts. The replaced
median and greater coverts had extremely large buffy edging and tips creating very distinct wing bars.
Second-year INBU females will at best have a few green/blue lesser coverts no where near the extent or
colour of this bird. Wing bars of this magnitude are rarely found in INBU’s and would rarely be found in
conjunction with the other plumage characteristics described in this report.
AGE AND SEX:
The bird was determined to be a second-year, first cycle alternate female – Lazuli Bunting.
The retained 1st basic central rectrices and eccentric moult pattern in the wing are evidence for this. The
spread wing photo shows the inner three primaries and outer four secondaries are retained juvenal feathers,
contrasting with the formative (following Howell et al. 2003) outer 6 primaries and inner 5
secondary/tertials. The primary coverts were dull brown and tapered, without blue edging suggesting that
they are also retained. The flight feathers were in poor condition which is often the case in young birds. It
was also evident from the picture that there is a small mix of fresh, tawny / buffy feathers with old washed
out 1st basic and supplemental body plumage which lightens and washes out the appearance of the entire
bird.
The bird was obviously a female based on the small size and lack of blue plumage.
VOICE:
Upon release the bird gave a series of three chip notes. These chips were heard by Stu Mackenzie, Christian
Friis and Ron Ridout. They were higher pitched, and sharper than INBU chips which the observers have
extensive experience with and were also heard that day.
SIMILAR SPECIES:
Indigo Bunting:
Ruling out Indigo Bunting was by far the greatest challenge in this identification and reasons for this are
noted throughout the report. Obvious plumage characteristics like the obvious wing bars and tawny-buff
wash over the bird suggest LAZB. More subtle plumage characteristics such as the light blue edging to the
outer rectrices, extensive blue edging to the lesser coverts, lack of distinct streaking on the breast, and lack
of malar stripes delineating the throat also suggest LAZB. Overall the bird had a much more long bodied
appearance than typical Indigos as quantified by the tail length (54 mm). The upper limit tail length for
female INBU’s is 51 mm (N=35 ), where the bird in question had a tail length of 54 mm.
Varied Bunting:
Ruled out due to larger size, plumage characteristics (presence of wing bars), and bill size and shape.

Blue Grosbeak (female):
Ruled out due to smaller size, plumage characteristics and the bill was much to petite.
Hybrids:
Hybrids occasionally occur between Lazuli and Indigo’s particularly where the ranges overlap. It is
extremely hard to comment on the likelihood of one occurring in Ontario when compared to a true Lazuli.
The only true evidence of any chance of a hybrid in this case is the general mix of characteristics typical of
the two species in any circumstance.
The likelihood of such an encounter is likely less than a true Lazuli. The lack of shared or mixed
characteristics and the slightly larger size should rule out any obvious hybrid possibilities.

EXPERIENCE:
I’ve been birding for over 20 years, and banding birds for 13. I have handled well over 250 Indigo Buntings,
approximately half of which were female. I have observed Indigo, Painted, Varied and Lazuli Buntings on
both breeding and wintering grounds in varying plumages of both sexes. The above descriptions outline the
differences between the bird in question and other Indigo Buntings noted in the literature and from
personal experience with the species.
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ACCOMPANYING PICTURES:
LAZB – Back 1
LAZB – Back 2
LAZB – Bill
LAZB – Face Right – Breast
LAZB – Head Top
LAZB - LesCov, Head
LAZB - Right Side
LAZB – Tail
LAZB -Throat
LAZB - Tail and Body
WEATHER MAPS:

The attached historical weather maps were taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction,
Hydrometeorological Prediction Center. – http://hpc.ncep.noaa.gov/dailywxmap/dywxmap/ These maps show the passing of a large front from the west in the week prior (25th May to June 1st) to
finding of the bird in question. The front moved through the Long Point area on the night of the 26th
followed afterward by south west winds. If the bird was somehow driven off track at this time it could
have easily gone unnoticed somewhere in the area until it was captured.
Note: The original report was written in late June 2005, and was intended to be submitted sometime in
July. In early July my lap top computer with camera (including 6 memory cards), binoculars and other
personal effects were stolen in Montreal. It has taken me quite some time and a bit of luck to retrieve all of
the pictures that I would have liked to include in the report.

Comments from Peter Pyle:
Hi Ian Thanks for sending the file, which I received just fine. I've read through the documentation and
examined the images. I don't see any problem with it's being a first-spring (SY) female Lazuli Bunting.
The combination of measurements and plumage, as detailed in the report, rule out Indigo Bunting to my
satisfaction. It would probably be impossible to eliminate some genetic influence from Indigo Bunting
but I see no reason to worry about this as it looks fine for a pure Lazuli.
Although they got the age and sex correct, the criteria they used were not the best. The central rectrices
are most likely of the same generation as the rest of the tail; they are just worn due to their being at the
top of the tail and receiving the most exposure. They are always the first feathers replaced in a molt and
I have never seen them retained when the rest of the feathers were replaced. The best way to identify this
as an SY is by the eccentric molt patterns in the wing. This can clearly be seen in the first image, where
the inner three primaries and outer four secondaries are retained juvenal feathers, contrasting with the
formative (following Howell et al. 2003) outer 6 primaries and inner 5 secondary/tertials. Note among
the primaries how the shafts are much thicker and blacker on the replaced feathers than on the retained
feathers.
Hope this helps,
Peter Pyle
Comments from Pete Dunn:
Hi Ian,
I've looked at the Lazuli Bunting record, and from the description and, more importantly from the photos, I would
have called this a 2Y female Indigo Bunting at the drab and unstreaked end. The clincher for me are those tell

tale breast streaks which I've never seen on any spring female Lazuli Bunting. Certainly juvenile Lazulis in the
early fall (August and September) will have fine pin stripes (finer than in the photos, but more contrasty), but after
supplemental molts, they are gone, and have never seen a streaked bird by mid winter, let alone spring. And
some Indigos do have very indistinct streaks, a very small minority. This issue came up about a decade ago
when there was a wintering unstreaked bunting in Santa Barbara. I had Van Remsen examine Indigo Bunting
specimens at LSU and he found that all showed some degree of streaking (over 350 females examined).
There are a few additional points to consider. Most (all?) female Lazuli Buntings have a grayish and contrasty
rump (to back) and I would have guessed the wingbars would have been a little more whitish, less buffy, although
I'm anxious to look at more on this point in a month.
I've always been uneasy about the identification of some female Indigos from Lazulis and the photos here are
instructive of this point. I've also worried about female Varied Buntings in fresh plumage as they too have
wingbars and are unstreaked.
That said, I find the case here for Lazuli Bunting unconvincing and it should serve as a reminder of the difficulties
involved. I recall a May record of a female Lazuli Bunting from Pt. Pelee by an experienced observer. I'm not
sure if the OBRC accepted that, or even if it was submitted. But that was just a sight record. I'm grateful for the
full frame photos here.
Sincerely,
Jon L. Dunn

Comments from Tony Leukering:
Hi:
I'm very sorry for the extreme tardiness in getting back to you about the bunting report. I've
been away from home so much and the report was on my home computer.
There are strong reasons to suggest that the parentage of the bird in question is at least partly
Lazuli Bunting (wing and tail measures, wing bars, upperparts coloration). Though some of the
pictures in the report did not translate into WordPerfect (I do not have Word), I believe enough
of them did to give me a good idea of the bird's appearance. The written description does not
suggest the incredible paleness of the bird's underparts, particularly the chest - a feature that is
not really a par t of the plumage of either Lazuli or Indigo. Though Passerina buntings have a
distinctly odd molt plan, I don't think that that has anything particular to do with the individual's
odd appearance. Typical female Lazuli buntings lack streaking on the chest and sport a moreor-less distinctive patch of cinnamon there that contrasts vaguely with the rest of the
underparts (which are usually smooth warm buff, not whitish).
In Colorado, hybrid buntings are not at all rare; I would suggest that in any given breeding
season, there are probably >100 in the state. It might be more likely for a hybrid bunting to
occur as far east as Long Point than a typical Lazuli, particularly considering the apparent
extreme rarity of the species in eastern North America.
While the bird in question exhibits some features strongly suggestive of Lazuli Bunting and
rules out a pure Indigo Bunting, I'm not convinced that an identification as a hybrid can be
eliminated from the pictures that I've seen.
Sincerely,
Tony Leukering

Comments from the Ontario Bird Records Committee – 1st circulation – 2006:
06-069
Record #
Dates:
Age/Sex:
Vote:

Lazuli Bunting

Comments from First Circulation

06-069
1 June 2005
SY female
Yes:

X

No (I.D.):

No
(Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Colin Jones
Subspecies/Morph
:
Voting Date: 13 January 2007

Circ. #

1

Comments: It would have been quite difficult to accept this record had it been a sight record only. Given,
however, that this very thorough and detailed report includes measurements and a series of excellent
photographs that help to further support the identification of this individual as a female Lazuli Bunting, I feel
quite comfortable accepting this record.

Record #

06-069

Species:

Lazuli Bunting

Dates:

1 June 2005

Member:

Glenn Coady

Age/Sex:
Vote:

Yes:

X

No (I.D.):

No
(Origin):

Circ. #

1

Circ. #

1

Subspecies/Morph
:
Voting Date: 16 February 2007

Comments: Impeccable documentation – very convincing.

Record #
Dates:
Age/Sex:
Vote:

06-069
1 June 2005
Female in first alternate plumage
Yes:

X

No (I.D.):

No
(Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Jean Iron
Subspecies/Morph
:
Voting Date: 12 December 2006

Comments: Diagnostic photos and clear written documentation of a female examined. No sign of hybridization
with Indigo Bunting. Lazuli Buntings have a limited first prealternate molt (Pyle 1997 and BNA #232, 1996).

Record #
Dates:
Age/Sex:
Vote:

06- 069
1 June 2005
st
1 alternate female
Yes:

X

No (I.D.):

No
(Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
McLaughlin
Subspecies/Morph
:
Voting
December 11 2006
Date:

Circ. #

1

Comments:
A meticulous report combined with the three photos provided at the time of my round one vote. The package adds up to
a very solid documentation. Measurements add strength with the tail length providing diagnostic separation from female
Indigo Bunting.

Record #
Dates:

2006-69
June 1, 2005 (Long Point)

Species:
Member:

Age/Sex:
Vote:

Yes:

No (I.D.):

X

No
(Origin):

Lazuli Bunting
Wormington

Subspecies/Morph
:
Voting Date: February 2007

Circ. #

1

Comments — When I first looked at the photos I could not see why this bird had been identified as a Lazuli
Bunting. After considerable research, it continues to be clear that this bird is not a Lazuli Bunting. Plumage
features clearly indicate Indigo Bunting. Measurements of the bird are problematic, and I don’t know what to
make of them — I recognize that they are closer to Lazuli, but the bird’s plumage does not support the claimed
ID. Detailed analysis:
Upperparts — On the back the bird has very indistinct “striations” which is caused by the centre of the
feathers to be ever so slightly darker. This is characteristic of Indigo Bunting. The back of Lazuli Bunting
should be very smooth and also should be a “warm” brown, not a “hard” brown as in the photos. Here is a
link to a female Lazuli Bunting that shows this appearance:
http://www.schmoker.org/BirdPics/Photos/Sparrows/LAZB2.jpg
Note: Re this link, note that the photo may
be slightly dark and thus needs to be lightened up a bit. Also note that the darkish areas on the bird’s back is
not surface colouring, but rather is caused by some feathers that are slightly raised.
Wingbars — On the Long Point bird, the lighter wingbar is light brown (or dirty buff). Lazuli Bunting
characteristically has a whitish wing bar. The same link above shows a Lazuli Bunting with a distinctly whitish
(or clearish buff) wingbar; we know that this bird is a Lazuli Bunting, since here is a link to the front of the
bird:
http://www.schmoker.org/BirdPics/Photos/Sparrows/LAZB1.jpg
Underparts — The Long Point bird clearly shows very whitish underparts which is typical of Indigo. Lazuli
always has extensive areas of clear buff. Also, the Long Point bird shows abundant (but fine and indistinct)
streaking on the underside, again typical of Indigo but not Lazuli. Again look at the same link as above
(Colorado bird):
http://www.schmoker.org/BirdPics/Photos/Sparrows/LAZB1.jpg
Admittantly this is an adult bird, but
immatures likewise portray this appearance.
Head — Lazuli has more of a concolor head than the Long Point bird. The Long Point bird has considerable
contrast which is caused mostly by the white throat. For comparison, compare again to the Colorado bird.

I asked Paul Lehman and Julian Hough to view the Long Point photos, and here are their
comments:
Paul Lehman — “I don't see any reason why it is not an oddly pale-headed and underparted Indigo.
The back color and wingbars look more typical of Indigo. It is certainly a somewhat strange bird,
but not a typical Lazuli!”
Julian Hough — “Umm, yeah, a close match and yet subtley different. Upperpart view, I wouldn't
bet my life on guessing which species [Long Point versus Colorado bird], but the underside view is
much different than the Long Point bird and to me, I think it's the underparts that really hold the
key, especially when the upperparts can be (as shown) somewhat ambiguous.”
The above comments from Paul and Julian were contained within e-mails to AW, they were not
intended as a full review of the Long Point bird.

Record #
Dates:

06-069
1 June 2005

Species:
Member:

Age/Sex:

1 ? adult female

Subspecies/Morp
h:
Voting
10 December 2006
Date:

Vote:

Yes
:

X

No
(I.D.):

No
(Origin):

Lazuli Bunting
M.Bain

Circ.
#

1

Comments: Surely Denis LePage could have provided a written report to accompany these photos? I think this
should be requested – he must have some ageing information from in hand examination at least.
This significant record did not make it to North American Birds.

Record #

06-69

Species:

Lazuli Bunting

Dates:

1 June 2005

Member:

Mark Peck

Age/Sex:
Vote:

Yes
:

x

No
(I.D.):

No
(Origin):

Circ.
#

Subspecies/Morp
h:
Voting
2 March 2007
Date:

Comments: see hard copy, excellent description and photos

Additional Information for Consideration (via Alan Wormington, March 2007):
[the attached images are of a Connecticut bird photographed by Julian Hough]

Lazuli or not Lazuli..that is the question?
By Julian Hough

1st-year male Lazuli Bunting, Hammonasset S.P, 1/20/07
(JulianHough/www.naturescapeimages.net)
Note the two pale wingbars, uniform upperpartsand unstreaked, throat and breast compared to Indigo
Bunting. In good light the blue bloom to the greater coverts, alula, primary fringes and rectrices was
obvious. Closer inspection revealed blueish bases to the mantle feathers combined with the blue rectrices
indicated that the bird was in fact a first-year male, not a female.(Julian Hough)

1

1st-year male Lazuli Bunting, Hammonasset S.P, 1/20/07
(JulianHough/www.naturescapeimages.net)
The throat is buffish,not white as in Indigo Bunting and is concolorous with the head and breast.
The underparts are uniform and lack the blurry streaks shown by f-y Indigo Buntings.
The subtle plumage tonesof this individual could easily be altered by the light conditions, but when seen
well, the upperbreast was strikingly honey colored and characteristic of this species.(Julian Hough)

Three photos of Connecticut bird, by Julian Hough.
Comments from the OBRC – second circulation – 2008:
2008-009
Record #
Dates:
1 June 2005
One
Age/Sex:
Vote:
Yes:
No (I.D.):

x

No (Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Ron Tozer
Subspecies/Morph:
Voting Date: 20 July 2008

Circ. #

1

Comments: This was an excellent example of where expert opinion should be sought. My conclusion after reading all
the comments by members and non-members is that none of the following can be eliminated with adequate
certainty: Lazuli Bunting, Indigo Bunting or a hybrid Lazuli/Indigo Bunting. The observers are to be commended for
the detailed description and excellent series of photos.
2008-009
Record #
Dates:
1 June 2005
Age/Sex:
Vote:
Yes:
No (I.D.):

x

No (Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Mark Peck
Subspecies/Morph:
Voting Date: 3 October 2008

Circ. #

1

Comments: Based on the information provided in the package and by comparing specimens at the ROM I am going
to suggest a possible hybrid between Lazuli and Indigo. Although I don’t like to use hybrids as an escape route the
measurements suggest Lazuli while the phenotype is much more suggestive of Indigo Bunting. Female Lazuli
specimens are limited at the ROM but the additional information provided by Dunn and Leukering strengthen the
argument and at, this point, should not be ignored.
Record #
Dates:
Age/Sex:

2008-009
1 June 2005
First alternate female

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Blake A. Mann
Subspecies/Morph:

Circ. #

1

Vote:

Yes:

No (I.D.):

X

No (Origin):

Voting Date:

15 June 2008

Comments: I do not accept this as a pure Lazuli Bunting. The question here is: can we completely
eliminate Indigo Bunting? I cannot eliminate the possibility that there are genes in this bird of both
Indigo and Lazuli Buntings.
My conclusion is based only what I could find on the internet, or the few books that I have on hand. As
well, I consulted with someone who looked at this bird in question quite extensively by comparing
various photos and known characteristics of both Indigo and Lazuli.
I recognize that measurements of wings and tail are within the Lazuli Bunting range. Tail length does
indicate Lazuli Bunting (longer than known Indigos), but alone cannot stand as proof. Wing length is
too close for either species. Feathers can vary in length due to wear and molt.
The wing bars are highly variable in either species. In most photos that I have looked at, the upper
wingbar should be lighter in colour for Lazuli. The Long Point bird has distinct wingbars, but they
each are rather close in colour (and too buffy) in my opinion. The upper wingbar in Lazuli usually
appears lighter. Although the Long Point bird’s upper wingbar does show a very slightly lighter colour
than the lower, it is almost indistinct, and dirty looking. On any Lazuli Bunting photo I looked at, the
upper wingbar always appears lighter. Even some female Indigo Buntings can show more distinct
wingbars.
The underparts of the Long Point bird are rather whitish, including the throat and breast. Lazuli should
have clear, uniform, buffy colouration on the breast. This bird also does not show a clear breast. It is
obviously slightly blotchy or streaky, more indicative of an Indigo.
The upper parts, i.e. back of a Lazuli, should be an even warm brown. It appears the Long Point bird
has slight striations of darker brown on the back, more characteristic of Indigo.
The head has a fairly distinct contrast between the throat and face. It should have a smoother transition
if it was a Lazuli, from warm brown to buff. The head is even blotchy-looking to my eyes, which also
suggests Indigo.
The Long Point bird does lack malar stripes, characteristic of Lazuli, however this is not always a
reliable field mark as some female Indigo Buntings can lack a malar stripe. I have seen this in female
Indigos from time to time.
The bicolour bill is not a reliable field mark, as both species show this. As for the extended upper
mandible with a hook, perhaps this is where some of the Lazuli genes come in, but this is so slight.
These two species of buntings can be highly variable as I have seen in many photos, and they are
certainly known to hybridize. To accept the Long Point bird as Lazuli, the burden of proof has to
indicate a pure Lazuli Bunting. I am not convinced there is enough proof for the Lazuli side. While
some may have no problem calling this a Lazuli Bunting (albeit an odd one!), I do not think we can
label this bird as a Lazuli Bunting.

2008-009
Record #
Dates:
1June 2005
Age/Sex:
Vote:
Yes:
No (I.D.):

X

No (Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Jean Iron
Subspecies/Morph:
Voting Date: 28 June 2008

Circ. #

1

Comments: I do not accept this as a Lazuli Bunting because three experts give different opinions about its identity.
Record #
Dates:

2008-009
1 June 2005

Species:
Member:

Lazuli Bunting
Rob Dobos

Circ. #

1

First alternate, female
Age/Sex:
Vote:
Yes:
No (I.D.): X

No (Origin):

Subspecies/Morph:
Voting Date: 23 July 2008

Comments: This is certainly a problematic record. The comments from 3 expert reviewers are split, one for, one
against and one suggesting a potential hybrid with Indigo Bunting. The tail and wing measurements do indicate
Lazuli Bunting. However, I am bothered as well by the whiteness of the throat and patchiness of the underparts and
presence of apparent faint streaking evident in the photos. It seems to me that there is a good chance that the bird
is indeed a hybrid. As a result, I am voting non-accept.

2008-009
Record #
Dates:
1 June 2005
Age/Sex:
Vote:
Yes:
No (I.D.):

X

No (Origin):

Species:
Lazuli Bunting
Member:
Bill Crins
Subspecies/Morph:
Voting Date: 7 July 2008

Circ. #

1

Comments: Even the experts vary in their opinions about the identity of this bird. The three reports cover the full
range of possibilities, from definite Indigo, to possible hybrid, to definite Lazuli. Inconclusive.
Record #
Dates:
Age/Sex:
Vote:

2008-009
June 1, 2005 (Long Point)
Yes:

No (I.D.):

X

Lazuli Bunting
Species:
Wormington
Member:
Subspecies/Morph:
No (Origin):

Voting Date:

Circ. #

1

January 2009

Comments — About the only thing new since the original review are the outside opinions by Jon Dunn, Peter Pyle
and Tony Leukering. For this record we have now reached a zenith — detailed opinions from several experts on the
species. The fact that they can not agree on the identification — and in fact have wildly different opinions as to what
the bird could be — clearly point to a conclusion that the bird can never be confidently published as a Lazuli
Bunting. For the OBRC to publish a record (any record) we must have confidence in the record, but for this record
confidence is clearly lacking.

